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Page Line Is Must be
3 12. from bottom by stress calculations by cost and economic calculation
3 11. from bottom as cost and economic information as stress information
21 17. from top is considered here is not considered here
27 8. from top worker). worker.
28 7. from top [€/min] [€]
29 8. from top Fig. 7 Fig. 12
35 4. from bottom 5 mm solid, 5 mm solid wire,
37 7. from top (21) (21a)
37 8. from top (22) (22a)
37 11. from top (23) (23a)
37 13. from top (24) (24a)
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€/l €/l €/l [%] [microns]
Is
AK 160/3 -  FeSa2½ Alkyd 7 8 48 45 45 80 40 40
Must be
AK 160/3 -  FeSa2½ Alkyd 7 8   48 45 45 80 40 40
